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Easily Zoom a Location in Maps

Once a desired location appears on your map, zoom out using two fingers.

Easily Zoom in and out on Any iPhone Screen.

Double tap using three fingers to Zoom in and reverse procedure to Zoom 
back out. 

Offload Apps on iPhone to Get More Storage:

To save storage on your iPhone, you can automatically offload unused 
apps or manually offload one app at a time.

• To automatically remove unused apps, but keep the data, open 
Settings, scroll to App Store, scroll to Offload Unused Apps and 
toggle to click on. 

• To offload apps individually, open Settings, tap General, scroll to 
iPhone Storage, tap the app you wish to offload.  Once offloaded 
(placed back in the App Store), a cloud with an arrow coming out on 
the bottom will appear under that App in the App Store.  It can always 
be reinstalled if it is still available in the App Store. 

Enlarge a YouTube Video and View Frames on Your iPhone Screen:

As the video is playing, just swipe up on the video.  It will enlarge and then 
you can turn your iPhone sideways to view.

Once the video is enlarged you can tap on bottom of video and a video 
slider will appear.  Hold and slide to view the frames of the video.  Good for 
moving to a section quickly or getting beyond the ads. 

Rotate Multiple Photos on Lock Screen

Go to Lock Screen and long hold the screen which appears. Click the + 
sign on bottom right-hand corner which allows you to add additional lock 



screens.  On the top row are many options for your lock screen (as well as 
more options when you scroll up), but for now click on Photo Shuffle.  
iPhone will give suggestions, but click on the bottom Select Photos 
Manually.  You have many options to find photos to rotate through - 
Photos, Albums, All, Feature, People, Nature, Cities.  If you are looking for 
specific photos, type in a person’s name, place, or object in the Search Bar 
on top. Manually click on the photos you wish to use.  Click Add on top 
right-hand corner (you are limited to 50 photos). On the bottom right-hand 
corner, click on the Circle with the three dots and choose your Shuffle 
Frequency. 

Change Keyboard Position:

Whenever you type, you can change the position of your keyboard.  

EXAMPLE: Go to Messages and click on to raise the keyboard. Long hold 
the emoji (smiley face) icon on the bottom left-hand side of the screen.  
Keyboard Settings will appear.  On the bottom choose where you would like 
to place your keyboard - right, middle, left.  This is very handy for one-
thumb typing.  It is also here where you can add additional keyboards. 

Add Music Recognition (Shazam) to Control Center:

Go to Settings and scroll to Control Center.  The Included Controls are 
what is already in your Control Center.  Scroll to More Controls and click on 
Music Recognition.  It will be added to Included Controls.  

Go back to the Home Screen and pull down from the upper right-hand 
corner of your screen to access Control Center.  Music Recognition will 
now be located there.  

When you hear a song you can’t recognize. Click on Music Recognition 
and Siri will listen and identify for you. 

You can also just ask Siri “Who is this?” She will listen (using Shazam) and 
identify the song.  


